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Iran and Algeria Reject Outside Interference in Syrian Internal Affairs

Iran and Algeria on Tuesday reiterated the rejection of any foreign interference in Syria’s
internal  affairs,  underlining  the  importance  of  resolving  the  problems  that  are  facing  the
country through dialogue.

Iranian  media  said  Iranian  Foreign  Minister  Ali  Akbar  Salehi  affirmed  in  a  phone  call  with
Algerian counterpart Mourad Medelci the importance of Syria’s position in the region.

He  stressed  the  importance  of  holding  more  consultations  to  find  the  required  ground  for
solving the problems in Syria with the concentration on confronting foreign interference
along with achieving reforms in the country.

Salehi  said  that  the current  situation in  Syria  and along with  the matter  of  a  foreign
interference could be solved in the framework of the political regime in Syria.

For  his  part,  the Algerian Minister  highlighted Syria’s  role  in  the region,  stressing the
importance of consultations and solving problems through dialogue.

Iraq Stresses Rejection of Economic Sanctions on Syria by the Arab League

The Iraqi Government stressed on Tuesday its rejection of imposing economic sanctions on
Syria and internationalizing the Syrian crisis.

The Iraqi Government Spokesperson, Ali al-Dabbagh, reiterated in a statement that the Iraqi
Cabinet stressed during its meeting today that the Arab League’s resolution on suspending
the membership of Syria does not solve the Syrian crisis.

According to AFP, al-Dabbagh expressed his government’s concern over the repercussions
of the situation in Syria on the security and interests of Iraq and the region.

Earlier, Ali al-Dabbagh described the voting process on the AL resolution as “unacceptable
and double-standard”, calling on the Arab League to be the place where problems are
solved.
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